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1. Neutrino very basics; 

2. Solar neutrinos; 

3. Geoneutrinos; 

General overview  
and  
more details from the recent 
Borexino results 
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 Clermont Ferrand, October 19th, 2012                                           Livia Ludhova 

e  produced  in the nuclear power-
plants (< 10 MeV) and from the Earth 
radioactivity (geoneutrinos) (< 3 MeV) 
 

Total geoneutrino flux ~106 cm-2 s-1 
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e produced in the nuclear reactions 

in the Sun; 
 

Total flux ~1010 cm-2 s-1 
 

Detected via elastic scattering on e: 
e + e-     e + e-  

 
 
 

3 flavors 

 Elementary particles of the SM 

•  No electric charge  
     = no elmag interactions; 
•  No color  
     = no strong interactions; 
•  Only weak interactions  
     = very small cross sections; 

•  Originally, in the SM neutrinos have exactly zero mass, all neutrinos are left-
handed and all antineutrinos are right handed; 

•  Experimental evidences for neutrino oscillations: non-zero mass required! 
•  Non-zero mass requires at least a minimal extension of the SM; 
•  Dirac or Majorana particles? 
•  If Majorana, then lepton-flavor violation by 2 and 0ν-ββ –decay possible: a 

big experimental effort is ongoing! 
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Neutrino oscillation arises from a mixture between the flavor and mass eigenstates of neutrinos. That is, the
three neutrino states that interact with the charged leptons in weak interactions are each a different
superposition of the three neutrino states of definite mass. Neutrinos are created in weak processes in their
flavor eigenstates[nb 1]. As a neutrino propagates through space, the quantum mechanical phases of the three
mass states advance at slightly different rates due to the slight differences in the neutrino masses. This results
in a changing mixture of mass states as the neutrino travels, but a different mixture of mass states corresponds
to a different mixture of flavor states. So a neutrino born as, say, an electron neutrino will be some mixture of
electron, mu, and tau neutrino after traveling some distance. Since the quantum mechanical phase advances in
a periodic fashion, after some distance the state will nearly return to the original mixture, and the neutrino will
be again mostly electron neutrino. The electron flavor content of the neutrino will then continue to oscillate as
long as the quantum mechanical state maintains coherence. It is because the mass differences between the
neutrinos are small that the coherence length for neutrino oscillation is so long, making this microscopic
quantum effect observable over macroscopic distances.

On July 19, 2013 the results from the T2K experiment presented at the European Physical Society Conference
on High Energy Physics in Stockholm, Sweden, confirmed the theory.[6][7]

Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata matrix

The idea of neutrino oscillation was first put forward in 1957 by Bruno Pontecorvo, who proposed that
neutrino-antineutrino transitions may occur in analogy with neutral kaon mixing.[1] Although such matter-
antimatter oscillation has not been observed, this idea formed the conceptual foundation for the quantitative
theory of neutrino flavor oscillation, which was first developed by Maki, Nakagawa, and Sakata in 1962[8] and
further elaborated by Pontecorvo in 1967.[9] One year later the solar neutrino deficit was first observed,[10] and
that was followed by the famous paper of Gribov and Pontecorvo published in 1969 titled "Neutrino astronomy
and lepton charge".[11]

The concept of neutrino mixing is a natural outcome of gauge theories with massive neutrinos and its structure
can be characterized in general.[12] In its simplest form it is expressed as a unitary transformation relating the
flavor and mass eigenbasis can be written

,

where

 is a neutrino with definite flavor. α = e (electron), μ (muon) or τ (tauon).
 is a neutrino with definite mass ,  1, 2, 3.

The asterisk ( ) represents a complex conjugate. For antineutrinos, the complex conjugate should be
dropped from the first equation, and added to the second.

 represents the Pontecorvo–Maki–Nakagawa–Sakata matrix (also called the PMNS matrix, lepton mixing
matrix, or sometimes simply the MNS matrix). It is the analogue of the CKM matrix describing the analogous
mixing of quarks. If this matrix were the identity matrix, then the flavor eigenstates would be the same as the
mass eigenstates. However, experiment shows that it is not.

When the standard three neutrino theory is considered, the matrix is 3×3. If only two neutrinos are considered,
a 2×2 matrix is used. If one or more sterile neutrinos are added (see later) it is 4×4 or larger. In the 3×3 form, it
is given by:[13]
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i = 1, 2, 3 
Mass eigenstates 

α  = e, µ, τ 	

Flavour eigenstates 

where cij = cosθij and sij = sinθij. The phase factors α1 and α2 are physically meaningful only if neutrinos are
Majorana particles — i.e. if the neutrino is identical to its antineutrino (whether or not they are is unknown) —
and do not enter into oscillation phenomena regardless. If neutrinoless double beta decay occurs, these factors
influence its rate. The phase factor δ is non-zero only if neutrino oscillation violates CP symmetry. This is
expected, but not yet observed experimentally. If experiment shows this 3×3 matrix to be not unitary, a sterile
neutrino or some other new physics is required.

Propagation and interference

Since  are mass eigenstates, their propagation can be described by plane wave solutions of the form

where

quantities are expressed in natural units 
 is the energy of the mass-eigenstate ,

 is the time from the start of the propagation,
 is the three-dimensional momentum,
 is the current position of the particle relative to its starting position

In the ultrarelativistic limit, , we can approximate the energy as

where E is the total energy of the particle.

This limit applies to all practical (currently observed) neutrinos, since their masses are less than 1 eV and their
energies are at least 1 MeV, so the Lorentz factor γ is greater than 106 in all cases. Using also t ≈ L, where L is
the distance traveled and also dropping the phase factors, the wavefunction becomes:

Eigenstates with different masses propagate at different speeds. The heavier ones lag behind while the lighter
ones pull ahead. Since the mass eigenstates are combinations of flavor eigenstates, this difference in speed
causes interference between the corresponding flavor components of each mass eigenstate. Constructive
interference causes it to be possible to observe a neutrino created with a given flavor to change its flavor during
its propagation. The probability that a neutrino originally of flavor α will later be observed as having flavor β is
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•  Mixing angles θij: mostly measured (bad precision for θ23);  
•  Non-zero θ13 confirmed only in 2012 by Daya Bay in China! 
•  Majorana phases α1 , α2 (only if Majorana particles) unknown; 
•  CP-violating phase δ unknown; 
     

Solar -ν Atmospheric -ν 

U 
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This is more conveniently written as

where . The phase that is responsible for oscillation is often written as (with c and 

restored)[14]

where 1.267 is unitless. In this form, it is convenient to plug in the oscillation parameters since:

The mass differences, Δm2, are known to be on the order of 1 ×10−4 eV2

Oscillation distances, L, in modern experiments are on the order of kilometers
Neutrino energies, E, in modern experiments are typically on order of MeV or GeV.

If there is no CP-violation (δ is zero), then the second sum is zero. Otherwise, the CP asymmetry can be given
as

In terms of Jarlskog invariant

,

the CP asymmetry is expressed as

Two neutrino case

The above formula is correct for any number of neutrino generations. Writing it explicitly in terms of mixing
angles is extremely cumbersome if there are more than two neutrinos that participate in mixing. Fortunately,
there are several cases in which only two neutrinos participate significantly. In this case, it is sufficient to
consider the mixing matrix

Then the probability of a neutrino changing its flavor is
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How the Sun shines 

  Core temperature ∼ 107  К (∼1 keV). 

Binding energy: 4He is 0.7% lighter comparing to 4 protons 
 

Sun power is 4·1026 W è  @Earth ~7 x 1010 neutrinos/s/cm2  
 

600 million tones of H are burned every second to 
produce 596 million tones of He. Every second Sun 
produces 105 times more energy than mankind produced over 
all its history, but the relative  energy production of  the Sun 
is very low 2×10−4 W/kg. 
  
Reaction cross sections are low: pico and femto barns 
 
The Gamow peak  is the product of the Maxwellian 
distribution and the tunnelling probability.  
 
Stellar Nuclear reactions occur in the narrow energy 
range below 100 keV (Gamow peak): the area under the 
Gamow peak determines the reaction rate.  
 

(26.7MeV) (+2ν) 
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Standard Solar Model (SSM) 
•  derived from the conservation laws and energy-transport equations, applied to a 

spherically symmetric gas sphere, constrained by the luminosity, radius, age, and 
composition of the Sun.  

 
 
Input parameters: 

•  Nuclear parameters; 
•  Luminosity (3.8418·1033 erg/s (± 0.35%); 
•  Age (4.52·109 years (±0.04%) - old meteorites); 
•  М = 1.989⋅1030 kg (± 0.02%); R = 6.9598 ⋅108 m (± 0.01%); 
•  surface metals – to - hydrogen ratio (Z/X = metallicity) = 0.0245 – 0.0178; 

fractional abundances of individual metals also fixed; 
•  Equations of state; 
•  Chemical elements abundance; initial ratio of elements heavier than He to hydrogen; 
•  Radiation opacity; 

 

Output: 
 (among others) neutrino fluxes (their study is the only way to check the 

understanding of nuclear processes at the center of the Sun) and 
helioseismology (profiles of the acoustic wave velocity). 
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Solar metallicity problem 
Z = abundance of heavy elements: C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Ar, Fe 
X = abundance of H and He 
 

Older High-Metallicity: Z/X (= 0.0229) SSM    GS98  
Newer Low-Metallicity:  Z/X (= 0.0178) SSM    AGS05, AGSS09/ph 
 
          

Newer 3D LOW-Z/X SSM, more internally consistent spectroscopic data, but a strong 
disagreement with helioseismological data, while older, higher Z/X SSM is in agreement!!!  

Fig. 1.— Relative sound speed δc/c and
density δρ/ρ differences, in the sense (Sun -
Model)/Model, between solar models and helio-
seismological results. Details on the inversion pro-
cedure and data used, as well as the reference
sound speeds and densities are given in Basu et al.
(2009).
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Nuclear reactions in the Sun 

• The Sun burns via fusion reactions!

•  pp cycle (Fowler): !
•   99% of the energy!

•  CNO cycle (Bethe, 1938): �
small (<1%) in stars like the Sun, �
dominant in heavy stars!

    poorly known and never measured!

11 

pp cycle 

W. Fowler 

H. Bethe 
CNO cycle 
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Energy spectrum of solar neutrinos 

12 

 
Real Time 
SK+SNO 

Real    Time Borexino 

pp pep 

note: hep neutrinos not included 
In  spectrum (very small) 

John N. Bahcall 
1934 - 2005 

pp ± 0.8% 

7Be ± 9.4 % 

8B ± 20% 

pep ± 2% 

7Be 

8B 

      

CNO 
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Expected solar neutrino fluxes 
 given in units of ν cm-2 s-1 

x 
1010 (pp),  
109 (7Be),  
 108 (pep, 13N, 15O),  
106 (8B, 17F) 
103 (hep) 

A. Serenelli, W. Haxton and C. Peña Garay ApJ 743 pp. 24, 2011  

This last solar model from 
2011 uses “newly” analyzed 
nuclear fusion cross. 
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Detection of solar neutrinos: 3 basic reactions 
1) Charged current (CC) interaction !
 Inverse β decay on a proton or a nucleus�
νe ONLY at MeV energies!

•  Muon and Tau lepton too heavy!
"
2) Neutral current (NC)"
   Elastic scattering on a nucleus !

•  either with the emission of a recoil neutron !
•  All neutrino flavors have the SAME cross section !

"
"
3) Elastic scattering off an electron �
(charged current (CC) + neutral current (NC) )!

•  Cross section for νe and νμ,τ is different!
•  for νμ,τ NC only;!

14 
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Experimental techniques  
 •  Radiochemical 

ü  AX+νeà AY+e-  (CC)!
ü  can have low energy threshold (~200 keV);	

ü  counting the number of Y atoms: no energy spectrum!!
ü  only integral neutrino flux above certain threshold.!
ü  Homestake, Gallex/GNO, Sage!
 

•  Water cherenkov: real-time technique: Eν spectrum! 
ü  NC, CC, elastic scattering possible (!heavy water!); 
ü  ~3-5 MeV energy threshold; 
ü  directionality; 
ü  (Super)-Kamiokande, SNO 
!

•  Liquid scintillator: real-time technique: Eν spectrum! 
ü  Elastic scattering; 
ü  low energy threshold (~200 keV); 
ü  High light yield; 
ü  No directionality; 
ü  Extreme radiopurity required; 
ü  Borexino, KamLAND, SNO+; 
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Muon flux in undeground laboratories  
 

Small neutrino interaction rates à shielding against cosmic rays 
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Short history of solar ν experiments  in 1 slide 
•  70’s-80’s: Homestake (R. Davies)"

•   37Cl+ν-->37Ar+e-, radiochemistry; Eν>814 keV"
•  deficit in neutrino flux observed, skepticism !
•  final triumph, Nobel prize 2002!
•  J. Bahcall continues the development and refinement of the Standard Solar Model!

•  80’s-90’s: (super)Kamiokande (Water Cherenkov)"
•  confirm deficit on 8B ν and with real time techniques Eν > ~ 5 MeV"
•  first neutrino picture of the Sun (directionality)!
•  neutrinos from star sother than the Sun observed (supernova SN1987-A)!

•  90’s: Gallex (GNO) and Sage:   radiochemistry νe + 71Ga → 71Ge + e-"
•  deficit observed even at low energy Eν>233 keV"

•  2001: SNO (Water Cherenkov)"
•  oscillation of solar neutrinos proved!
     by measuring CC (electron flavor) interactions and NC (all flavors) interactions separately in D2O"
•  total flux agrees with Standard Solar Model !!

•  2002: KamLAND (reactors neutrinos, liquid scintillator detector) "
•  observe and measure oscillations of electron anti-neutrinos from reactors;!

•  2007: Borexino (liquid scintillator)!
•  First real time observation of 7Be neutrinos, low energy 8B neutrinos, pep neutrinos, best limit on 

CNO neutrinos and very recently also pp neutrinos;!

17 
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First detection: Homestake  - Nobel 2002 
• Raymond Davis experiment: collect ~1 atom/day out of 1031 !

•  Charged interaction, but no detection of the electron�
                     νe + 37Cl --> e- + 37Ar"

•  Target: a tank with 614 t of liquid soap (C2Cl4) placed 1.5 km deep 
underground; taking data 1970 – 1994.!

•  Extraction with filters and counting of 37Ar decays (32 d)�
                           e- + 37Ar  --> νe + 37Cl"

18 

Solar Model prediction 

Final Result 

Only 2200 atoms of  37Ar counted in 25 y 
2.56 ± 0.16 ± 0.16 SNU  

1 SNU (Solar Neutrino Unit) = 10-36 interactions on target nuclei per second 
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Super-Kamiokande: 1986- Nobel 2002 
the first real-time solar neutrino detection 
• Detection in Water (NC):!

•  Diffused electron emits Cherenkov light along a cone!
•  This light is detected by a large set of PMTs!
•  The amount of light is proportional to energy!
•  The space-time distribution yields the direction!

19 

elastic scattering  
on electrons 

Points = HIT PMTS 
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A beautiful image of the 
Sun in neutrinos 

Neutrino 20143rd June, 2014 11

Observed solar neutrino signal
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The Sun’s picture in neutrinos! 
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Radiochemistry again:  
Gallium experiments 

• Detection of low energy pp neutrinos (threshold 233.2 keV)!
•  Theoretical error (at that time) much lower: pp is constrained by Sun’s luminosity"

•  The efficiency of the detector carefully studied with a 51Cr artificial neutrino source!

•  Both experiments measured deficit also for low energies: the community 
started seriously to believe the Solar Neutrino Problem!

21 

νe + 71Ga → 71Ge + e- 
 

idea of Kuzmin 
1965 

Till Kirsten (MPI Germany) Vladimir Gavrin (Russia) 

GALLEX/GNO@LNGS, Italy SAGE @ Baksan, Russia 
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 1991-2003 Gallex-GNO experimental results 

22 

Final result: 
67.6 ± 5.1 SNU 
 
0.541 ± 0.081  
as a fraction of SSM prediction  
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 1990-2011 SAGE experimental results 
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Final result:  65.4+3.1
-3.0

+2.6
-2.8 SNU  

 

 Liquid metallic Ga in 
the window of 
chemical reactor 
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SNO  
 

Solution 
 

NEUTRINO 
OSCILLATIONS 

 Solar Neutrino Problem: energy dependent deficit 
of observed solar neutrinos with respect to the SSM; 
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Neutrino oscillations in matter 
•  Being matter made of e- (and not μ/τ), it affects oscillations (Wolfenstein, ‘78)!

•  Both charged and neutral current interactions between νe and e (for νμ and ντ NC only )!
•  “Refractive index” for νe is different from the other flavors!

•  The effect can be enhanced by a resonance�
Mikheyev & Smirnov, 1985�
!

•  This yields the necessary energy �
dependence of the “survival probability”: �
Pee(E)"

•  Low energy pp neutrinos are affected much less�
than high energy one (8B), where matter MSW is �
maximal!

•  The region in between (1-3 MeV) is called the�
“transition region”!

•  No data in the transition region were available before Borexino!
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ES 

NC 

CC (only e-flavour) 

SNO: Heavy Water Cherenkov detector in Canada 
2001: Discovery of solar neutrino oscillations 

Prove that Φ(νe) is DIFFERENT from Φ(νμ, ντ)!
Prove that the TOTAL neutrino flux is consistent with the Standard Solar Model;!
Big success for SNO, neutrino oscillations, and solar model theoreticians;!
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 Solar Neutrino Problem Solved 
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Precise measurement of Δm2 and final proof of 
oscillations (on anti-neutrinos from reactor!) !

                           "
                      KamLAND, 2002!
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THE FIRST 
OSCILLATION  
PATTERN 
WAS 
SEEN! 
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•  solar neutrinos do oscillate in their trip from the Sun’s core to the  Earth;!
•  LMA (Large Mixing Angle) solution: range of allowed Δm2 and θ12;!
•  oscillation is enhanced by the MSW effect, yielding an energy-dependent νe survival 

probability (Pee);"
•  the active neutrino flux (νe+νμ+ντ) is in fair agreement with the SSM!

!
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Solar all
sin2 �12 = 0.312+0.033

�0.025

sin2 �12 = 0.311+0.014
�0.014

sin2 �12 = 0.308+0.013
�0.013

✓Same ~2σ tension with 
KamLAND in Δm221

sin2θ13=0.0242±0.0026

KamLAND
Solar+KamLAND

Solar

preliminary

The unit of Δm221 
is 10-5 eV2

�m2
21 = 7.54+0.19

�0.18

�m2
21 = 4.85+1.4

�0.59

�m2
21 = 7.50+0.19

�0.18

From SuperK 
Neutrino 2014 

Where we are today? 
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Why to measure solar ν’s today ? 
• Neutrino Physics: MSW-LMA scenario is our current understanding of solar ν oscillations, 

but there is still room for exotic models  (e.g. mass varying neutrinos or non-standard interactions 
models) 

31 

        

         Before Borexino                                       2012 
PRL 108 (2012) 051302 
 

• Solar Physics: metallicity problem: Low and High Metallicity models predict 
different neutrino fluxes! 
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13-05-2007: just before the start of the data taking 
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The LNGS altitude is 963 m and the average 
rock cover is about 1,400 m. 
 
The shielding capacity against cosmic rays is 
about 3,800 meter water equivalent (m.w.e.): the 
muon flux is reduced of a factor 106 respect to 
the surface. 

�(µ) ⇠ 1 µ/m2/h

LABORATORI NAZIONALI GRAN SASSO / LNGS (ITALY) 

XXXIV Physics in Collision 2014  |  September 16-20, 2014        Alessandra Carlotta Re – 
University & INFN Milano 
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• Materials more and more 
pure as they get closer to 
the “core”, the Fiducial 
Volume 

• Ultimate background 
depending on material 
purity and, mainly, 
radioactive traces in the 
scintillator at extremely low 
levels 

15 years of work to reach 
required radio-purity 

34 

Borexino detector   

Scintillator 
(278 ton) 

Water 

Buffer 
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Why so long to reach the goal ? 
• A few numbers: 

•  Assuming 100 ton of target mass, you expect about 50 events/day from 7Be solar ν 
•  50 / 86400 / 100 t  =  ~ 6 10-9 Bq/kg 

•  The scattering of a neutrino on an electron is intrinsically not distinguishable from a β 
radioactivity event or from Compton scattering from γ radioactivity 

• BUT: 
•  Good mineral water:        ~10 Bq/kg                     40K, 238U, 232Th 
•  Air:                                    ~10 Bq/m3                              222Rn, 39Ar, 85Kr 
•  Typical rock                      ~100-1000 Bq/kg        40K, 238U, 232Th,  + many others 

•  If you want to detect solar neutrinos with liquid scintillator, you must be 9-10 
orders of magnitude more pure than anything on earth 

•  Not easy, but possible ! 
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Detector picture gallery 
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LAKN –  
Low Argon and  
Krypton Nitrogen 

Liquid scintillator 

Detector fully filled on May 15th, 2007: DAQ starts  
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Ultra-pure water 

March 2007 

May 2007 End October 2006 

Fotos taken with one of 7 CCD cameras 
placed inside the detector 

Ultra-pure water 
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7Be neutrino (862 keV) rate @ 4.6% 
(SSM prediction @ 7%) 

Spectral feature: compton-like edge 
from scattered electrons 

740 live days 

cpd/100 tons 

862 keV 

• Spectral fit including neutrino signal +  
background components; 

•  Two independent methods:  
        MC based and the analytical one; 

•  fit  with and without α’s statistical 
  subtraction; 

210Po (α) 

α’s 
statistically 
subtracted  
PID 
 

 1ton of LS = (3.307 + 0.003) x 1029 electrons 

PRL 107, 141302 (2011) 
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Implications of the 7Be measurement 
•  comparing to non-oscillated SSM : no oscillation excluded @ 5.0 σ	

 (electron equivalent flux (862 keV line): (2.78 + 0.13) x 109 cm-2 s-1) 
•  assuming MSW-LMA:  f (7Be) = measured flux / SSM = 0.97 + 0.09 
 

•  including all solar experiments + luminosity constrain:  
 

no power to resolve low/high 
metallicity problem 

Pee = 0.51 + 0.07(experiment + SSM high metalilcity); 

66

FIG. 81. Comparison of the �

2-profile for �m

2

21

obtained by the analysis of all available solar data without (left) and with
(right) the Borexino contribution, after marginalization over tan2

✓

12

and sin2

✓

13

.

beryllium is very weak and the best values for fBe and fB

are found to be fBe = 0.76+0.22
�0.21 and fB = 0.90+0.02

�0.02. This
is due to the fact that 7Be flux is very poorly constrained
by any solar experiment other than Borexino.

Once the Borexino current measurements are included,
the situation significantly improves and the best fit are
fBe = 0.95+0.05

�0.04, and fB = 0.90+0.02
�0.02 corresponding to the

neutrino fluxes �Be = (4.75+0.26
�0.22) ⇥ 109 cm�2 s�1, and

�B = (5.02+0.17
�0.19)⇥ 106 cm�2 s�1 respectively.

For fB, the best fit value obtained with the two data
sets does not change significantly since the 8B flux is
mainly determined by the results of the SNO and Super-
Kamiokande experiments.

The best fit for the oscillation parameters are found
to be �m2

21 = 7.50+0.17
�0.23 ⇥ 10�5 eV2, and tan2 ✓12 =

0.452+0.029
�0.034, fully compatible with those obtained by fix-

ing all the fluxes to the standard solar model predictions
(Section XXVI.3). In this specific analysis, ✓13 is as-
sumed equal to 0.

It is interesting to compare the result of the global
analysis on solar–with Borexino plus KamLAND results,
with the theoretical expectations for fBe and fB. From
Fig. 82 it is clear that the actual neutrino data cannot
discriminate between the low/high–metallicity hypothe-
ses in the solar model: both the 1� theoretical range of
low/high–metallicity models lies in the 3� allowed region
by the current solar plus KamLAND data.

At present, no experimental results help to disentan-
gle between the two metallicity scenarios: the theoretical
error on 7Be and 8B neutrinos is of the order of their
experimental precision. An improvement in the determi-
nation of the di↵erent solar parameters is needed.

XXVII. THE NEUTRINO SURVIVAL
PROBABILITY

Solar neutrino oscillations are characterized by the sur-
vival probability P

3⌫
ee (defined in Section XXVI with the

HIGH-Met (GS08) 
LOW-Met (AGSS09) 

SHP11 SSM (± 1σ): 

Allowed regions: 
68.27% C.L. 
95.45% C.L. 
99.73% C.L. 

FIG. 82. The 1� theoretical range of high (red) and low (blue)
metallicity Standard Solar Model for f

Be

and f

B

, compared
to the 1� (light pink), 2� (light green), and 3� (light blue)
allowed regions by the global analysis of solar-with Borexino
plus KamLAND results. The theoretical correlation factors
are taken from [82].

relation 89) of electron neutrinos produced in the Sun
reaching the detector on Earth. P

3⌫
ee depends on the os-

cillation parameters and on the neutrino energy. In the
MSW–LMA model it shows specific features related to
the matter e↵ects taking place while the neutrinos travel
inside the Sun (MSW). These e↵ects influence the propa-
gation of ⌫e and ⌫x di↵erently, as the scattering probabil-
ity of ⌫e o↵ electrons is larger than that of ⌫x due to CC
interactions. The e↵ective Hamiltonian depends on the
electron density ne in the Sun and, considering the case
in which the propagation of neutrinos in the Sun satisfies
proper hypothesis of adiabaticity, the resulting survival
probability (formula 89) does not depend on details of
the Sun density profile and is well approximated by the
following simple form [92]:
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First observation of pep neutrinos (1442 keV) 

•  Main background 11C (e+) with τ = 29.4 min: 

Three Fold Coincidence (TFC):  
space-time veto removes 90% of 11C  
payed with 50% loss of exposure 
 •  pulse-shape discrimination: 

positronium formation + annihilation 

•  simultaneous fit in 3 parameter space: 
energy spectra, pulse shape, and radial 
distribution (sensitive to external 
background):  

TEST SAMPLES 

1 2 3 

(assuming MSW-LMA) 

PRL 108, 051302 (2012) 
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CNO	  neutrinos	  

(assuming MSW-
LMA) 

•  same analysis as for pep  
•  only limits, correlation with 210Bi 
•  the strongest limit to date 
•  not sufficient to resolve metallicity problem 

Likelihood ratios for fits with fixed 
pep/CNO rates and the best fit  

Energy spectral fit 

Pulse shape  Radial fit 

pep edge 
CNO 

CNO 

pe
p 
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All solar 8B neutrino data in one plot  
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8B-ν rate down to 3 MeV 

raw spectrum ~1500 cpd / 100 t 

V. NEUTRINO INTERACTION RATES AND
ELECTRON SCATTERING SPECTRUM

The mean value for 8B neutrinos in the sample above
3 MeV (5 MeV) is 75! 13 (46! 8) counts.

The dominant sources of systematic errors are the deter-
minations of the energy threshold and of the fiducial mass,
both already discussed in the previous sections. The first
introduces a systematic uncertainty of þ3:6% #3:2%
(þ 6:1% #4:8% above 5 MeV). The second systematic
source is responsible for a !3:8% uncertainty in the 8B
neutrino rate. A secondary source of systematics, related to
the effect of the energy resolution on the threshold cuts, has
been studied on a simulated 8B neutrino spectrum and is
responsible for a systematic uncertainty of þ0:0% #2:5%
(þ 0:0% #3:0% above 5 MeV).

The total systematic errors are shown in Table IV.
The resulting count rate with E> 3 MeV is

0:22! 0:04ðstatÞ ! 0:01ðsystÞ cpd=100 t

and with E> 5 MeV

0:13! 0:02ðstatÞ ! 0:01ðsystÞ cpd=100 t:

The final energy spectrum after all cuts and residual back-
ground is shown in Fig. 7. It is in agreement with the
scenario which combines the high metallicity standard
solar model, called BPS09(GS98) [13], and the prediction
of the MSW-LMA solution.

VI. SOLAR 8B NEUTRINO FLUX AND NEUTRINO
OSCILLATION PARAMETERS

The equivalent unoscillated 8B neutrino flux, derived
from the electron scattering rate above 5 MeV (Table V)
is ð2:7! 0:4stat ! 0:2systÞ & 106 cm#2 s#1, in good agree-

ment with the SuperKamiokaNDE I and SNO D2O mea-
surements with the same threshold, as reported in Table VI.
The corresponding value above 3 MeV is (2:4! 0:4stat !
0:1systÞ & 106 cm#2 s#1. The expected value for the case of

no neutrino oscillations, including the theoretical uncer-
tainty on the 8B flux from the standard solar model [11–13]
is ð5:88! 0:65Þ & 106 cm#2 s#1 and, therefore, solar !e

disappearance is confirmed at 4:2".
To define the neutrino electron survival probability !Pee

averaged in the energy range of interest, we define the
measured recoiled electron rate R, through the convolution
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FIG. 7 (color online). Comparison of the final spectrum after
data selection and background subtraction (dots) to Monte Carlo
simulations of oscillated 8B interactions, with amplitude from
the standard solar models BPS09(GS98) (high metallicity) and
BPS09(AGS05) (low metallicity), and from the MSW-LMA
neutrino oscillation model.

FIG. 6 (color). Comparison of the final spectrum after data
selection (red dots) to Monte Carlo simulations (black line). The
expected electron recoil spectrum from oscillated 8B ! interac-
tions (filled blue histogram), 208Tl (green), 11Be (cyan), and
external background (violet), are equal to the measured values
in Table III.

TABLE IV. Systematic errors.

Source E > 3 MeV E > 5 MeV
"þ "# "þ "#

Energy threshold 3.6% 3.2% 6.1% 4.8%
Fiducial mass 3.8% 3.8% 3.8% 3.8%
Energy resolution 0.0% 2.5% 0.0% 3.0%
Total 5.2% 5.6% 7.2% 6.8%

TABLE V. Measured event rates in Borexino and comparison
with the expected theoretical flux in the BPS09(GS98) MSW-
LMA scenario [10].

3.0–16.3 MeV 5.0–16.3 MeV

Rate [cpd=100 t] 0:22! 0:04! 0:01 0:13! 0:02! 0:01
"ES

exp [106 cm#2 s#1] 2:4! 0:4! 0:1 2:7! 0:4! 0:2
"ES

exp="
ES
th 0:88! 0:19 1:08! 0:23

G. BELLINI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 82, 033006 (2010)

033006-8
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been studied on a simulated 8B neutrino spectrum and is
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solar model, called BPS09(GS98) [13], and the prediction
of the MSW-LMA solution.
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The corresponding value above 3 MeV is (2:4! 0:4stat !
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no neutrino oscillations, including the theoretical uncer-
tainty on the 8B flux from the standard solar model [11–13]
is ð5:88! 0:65Þ & 106 cm#2 s#1 and, therefore, solar !e

disappearance is confirmed at 4:2".
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NEW: August 2014: First spectral measurement of pp-ν	

 

Nature 512 (2014) 383 

Main challenges: 
" pp end point 420 keV (recoiled e- < 264 keV) 
"   14C with the end point @ 156 keV 
"   14C pile-up 

independently and fixed in the fit, allowing for a variation consistent
with their measured uncertainty. The 214Pb rate is fixed by the mea-
sured rate of fast, time-correlated 214Bi(b)–214Po(a) coincidences. The
scintillator light yield and two energy resolution parameters are left free
in the fit.

The energy spectrum with the best-fit components is shown in Fig. 3.
The corresponding values of the fitted parameters are given in Table 1.

Many fits have been performed with slightly different conditions to
estimate the robustness of the analysis procedure. In particular, we varied
the energy estimator, the fit energy range, the data selection criteria and
the pile-up evaluation method (Methods). The root mean square of the
distribution of all the fits is our best estimate of the systematic error (7%).
In addition, a systematic uncertainty (2%) due to the nominal fiducial
mass determination is added in quadrature; this was obtained from cal-
ibration data by comparing the reconstructed and nominal positions of
a (222Rn–14C) radioactive source located near the border of the fiducial
volume29. Other possible sources of systematic errors, like the depend-
ence of the result on the details of the energy scale definition and on the
uncertainties in the 14C and 210Bi b-decay shape factors, were investi-
gated and found to be negligible (Methods). We also verified that vary-
ing the pep and CNO neutrino rates within the measured or theoretical
uncertainties changed the pp neutrino rate by less than 1%. We finally
confirmed that the fit performed without constraining the 14C rate returns
a 14C value consistent with the one previously measured independently
(see above) and does not affect the pp neutrino result. The systematic
errors are given in Table 1 for all fitted species.

We note that the very low 85Kr rate (Table 1) is consistent with the
independent limit (,7 c.p.d. per 100 t, 95% confidence level) obtained
by searching for the b–c delayed coincidence 85Kr R 85mRb R 85Rb
(lifetime of the intermediate metastable isotope, t 5 1.46 ms; branch-
ing ratio, 0.43%).

We have checked for possible residual backgrounds generated by
nuclear spallation processes produced by cosmic ray muons that inter-
act in the detector. We detect these muons with .99.9% efficiency30.
We increased the time window for the muon veto from 300 ms to 5 s and
observed no difference in the results. Furthermore, we searched for other
possible background due to radioisotopes with sizeable natural abun-
dances and sufficiently long half-lives to survive inside the detector over
the timescale of this measurement. These include low-energya-emitters
such as 222Rn and 218Po (both belonging to the radon decay chain), 147Sm
and 148Sm, and b-emitters (7Be), which are all estimated to be negligible
and are excluded from the final fit. One b-emitter, 87Rb (half-life, t1/2 5
4.7 3 1010 yr; 28% isotopic abundance; Q 5 283.3 keV), is of particular
concern because of the relatively high abundance of Rb in the Earth’s
crust. Rubidium is an alkali chemically close to potassium but typically
2,000–4,000 times less abundant in the crust. Under these assumptions,
and using the measured 40K (t1/2 5 0.125 3 1010 yr; 0.0117% isotopic
abundance) activity in the fiducial volume, that is, ,0.4 c.p.d. per 100 t at
the 95% confidence level18, the 87Rb activity in the Borexino scintillator
can be constrained to be much less than 0.1 c.p.d. per 100 t, which is neg-
ligible for this analysis. A deviation from the crustal isotopic ratio by a factor
of 100 would still keep this background at ,1 c.p.d. per 100 t.

The solar pp neutrino interaction rate measured by Borexino is 144 6
13 (stat.) 6 10 (syst.) c.p.d. per 100 t. The stability and robustness of the
measured pp neutrino interaction rate was verified by performing fits
with a wide range of different initial conditions. The absence of pp solar
neutrinos is excluded with a statistical significance of 10s (Methods).
Once statistical and systematic errors are added in quadrature and the
latest values of the neutrino oscillation parameters25 are taken into ac-
count, the measured solar pp neutrino flux is (6.6 6 0.7) 3 1010 cm22 s21.
This value is in good agreement with the SSM prediction9 (5.98 3 (1 6
0.006) 3 1010 cm22 s21). It is also consistent with the flux calculated
by performing a global analysis of all existing solar neutrino data, in-
cluding the 8B, 7Be and pep fluxes and solar neutrino capture rates31,32.
Finally, the probability that pp neutrinos produced in the core of the
Sun are not transformed into muon or tau neutrinos by the neutrino
oscillation mechanism is found to be P(ne R ne) 5 0.64 6 0.12, provid-
ing a constraint on the Mikheyev–Smirnov–Wolfenstein large-mixing-
angle (MSW-LMA) solution25,33,34 in the low-energy vacuum regime
(Methods).

Outlook
The proton–proton fusion reaction in the core of the Sun is the keystone
process for energy production in the Sun and in Sun-like stars. The ob-
servation of the low-energy (0–420 keV) pp neutrinos produced in this
reaction was possible because of the unprecedentedly low level of radio-
activity reached inside the Borexino detector. The measured value is in
very good agreement with the predictions of both the high-metallicity
and the low-metallicity SSMs. Although the experimental uncertainty
does not yet allow the details of these models to be distinguished, this
measurement strongly confirms our understanding of the Sun. Future
Borexino-inspired experiments might be able to measure solar pp neut-
rinos with the level of precision (,1%) needed to cross-compare photon
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Figure 3 | Fit of the energy spectrum between 165 and 590 keV. a, The best-
fit pp neutrino component is shown in red, the 14C background in dark
purple and the synthetic pile-up in light purple. The large green peak is 210Po
a-decays. 7Be (dark blue), pep and CNO (light blue) solar neutrinos, and 210Bi
(orange) are almost flat in this energy region. The values of the parameters
(in c.p.d. per 100 t) are in the inset above the figure. b, Residuals. Error bars, 1s.

Table 1 | Results from the fit to the energy spectrum
Parameter Rate 6 statistical error

(c.p.d. per 100 t)
Systematic error
(c.p.d. per 100 t)

pp neutrino 144 6 13 610
85Kr 1 6 9 63
210Bi 27 6 8 63
210Po 583 6 2 612

The best-fit value and statistical uncertainty for each component are listed together with its systematic
error. The x2 per degree of freedom of the fit is x2/d.o.f. 5 172.3/147.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Distribution of best-fit values for the pp neutrino
interaction rate. Values are obtained by varying the fit conditions, including
the fit energy range, synthetic-versus-analytic pile-up spectral shape, and

energy estimator. The distribution shown is peaked around our reported value
of 144 c.p.d. per 100 t.
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Systematic 
error 

R(pp) : 144 ± 13 (stat) ± 10 (syst) cpd/100 t 
HM-SSM + LMA-MSW: 131 ± 2 cpd/100 t 

Phase II data after extensive purification: 85Kr consistent with 0, 210Bi strongly reduced  
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14C rate	

 from a fit of 2nd cluster spectrum:	

	

 

Extended Data Figure 5 | 14C spectrum, and residuals, obtained from events
triggered by a preceding event. a, Spectrum. b, Relative residuals of a fit

with the 14C b-emission spectrum (in units of standard deviations). The error
bars thus represent 61s intervals.
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pp-ν analysis: 14C rate constrained independently	
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Energy estimator: number of hit PMTs
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Study of the low energy part of the spectrum.
Comparison of the spectrum obtained with the main trigger (black) and by
selecting events falling in the late part of the acquisition window triggered by
preceding events (red). Above 45 struck PMTs, the spectral shapes coincide.

The threshold effect for self-triggered events (black) is clear. The residual
threshold effect at lower energy in the red curve is due to the finite efficiency for
identifying very low-energy events within a triggered data window.
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       Trigger  
    threshold,  
1st cluster events 

(equation (1)) rate to be 131 6 2 counts per day (c.p.d.) per 100 t of
target scintillator.

The scintillation light generated by a 100 keV event typically induces
signals in ,50 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). This allows for a low de-
tection threshold (,50 keV), much less than the maximum electron recoil
energy of pp neutrinos (Emax 5 264 keV).

The pp neutrino analysis is performed through a fit of the energy dis-
tribution of events selected to maximize the signal-to-background ratio.
The selection criteria (Methods) remove residual cosmic muons, decays of
muon-produced isotopes, and electronic noise events. Furthermore, to
suppress background radiation from external detector components, only
events whose position is reconstructed inside the central detector volume
(the ‘fiducial volume’: 86 m3, 75.5 t) are used in the analysis. The fit is done
within a chosen energy interval and includes all relevant solar neutrino
components and those from various backgrounds, mostly from resid-
ual radioactivity traces dissolved in the scintillator.

Figure 2 shows a calculation of the spectral shape of the pp neutrino
signal (thick red line), as well as of the other solar neutrino components
(7Be, pep and CNO), and of the relevant backgrounds (14C, intrinsic to
the organic liquid scintillator; its ‘pile-up’ (see definition below); 210Bi;
210Po; 85Kr; and 214Pb), all approximately at the observed rates in the data.
The pp neutrino spectral component is clearly distinguished from those
of 85Kr, 210Bi, CNO and 7Be, all of which have flat spectral shapes in the
energy region of the fit. Most of the pp neutrino events are buried

under the vastly more abundant 14C, which is ab-emitter with a Q value
of 156 keV. In spite of its tiny isotopic fraction in the Borexino scintil-
lator (14C/12C < 2.7 3 10218), 14Cb-decay is responsible for most of the
detector triggering rate (,30 counts s21 at our chosen trigger thresh-
old). The 14C and pp neutrino energy spectra are, however, distinguish-
able in the energy interval of interest.

The 14C rate was determined independently from the main analysis,
by looking at a sample of data in which the event causing the trigger is
followed by a second event within the acquisition time window of 16ms.
This second event, which is predominantly due to 14C, does not suffer
from hardware trigger-threshold effects and can thus be used to study
the rate and the spectral shape of this contaminant. We measure a 14C
rate of 40 6 1 Bq per 100 t. The error accounts for systematic effects due
to detector response stability in time, uncertainty in the 14C spectral
shape27, and fit conditions (Methods).

An important consideration in this analysis were the pile-up events:
occurrences of two uncorrelated events so closely in time that they can-
not be separated and are measured as a single event. Figure 2 shows the
expected pile-up spectral shape, which is similar to that of the pp neutrinos.
Fortunately, the pile-up component can be determined independently,
using a data-driven method, which we call ‘synthetic pile-up’ (Methods).
This method provides the spectral shape and the rate of the pile-up com-
ponent, and is constructed as follows. Real triggered events without any
selection cuts are artificially overlapped with random data samples. The
combined synthetic events are selected and reconstructed using the same
procedure applied to the regular data. Thus, some systematic effects, such
as the position reconstruction of pile-up events, are automatically taken
into account. The synthetic pile-up is mainly due to the overlap of two 14C
events, but includes all possible event combinations, for example 14C with
the external background, PMT dark noise or 210Po. 14C–14C events dom-
inate the synthetic pile-up spectrum between approximately 160 and
265 keV. The fit to the 14C–14C pile-up analytical shape in this energy
region gives a total rate for 14C–14C pile-up events of 154 6 10 c.p.d. per
100 t in the whole spectrum, without threshold.

Measurement of the pp neutrino flux
The data used for this analysis were acquired from January 2012 to
May 2013 (408 days of data; Borexino Phase 2). This is the purest data
set available, and was obtained after an extensive purification campaign
that was performed in 2010 and 201128 and reduced, in particular, the
content of 85Kr and 210Bi isotopes, which are important backgrounds
in the low-energy region.

The pp neutrino rate has been extracted by fitting the measured
energy spectrum of the selected events in the 165–590 keV energy win-
dow with the expected spectra of the signal and background components.
The energy scale in units of kiloelectronvolts is determined from the
number of struck PMTs, using a combination of calibration data col-
lected with radioactive sources deployed inside the scintillator29 and a
detailed Monte Carlo model28.

The fit is done with a software tool developed for previous Borexino
measurements28 and improved for this analysis to include the descrip-
tion of the response of the scintillator to mono-energetic electrons, to
give high statistics; a modified description of the scintillation line-
width at low energy, providing the appropriate response functions
widths for a- and b-particles (mainly from the 210Po and 14C back-
grounds); and the introduction of the synthetic pile-up.

The main components of the fit are the solar neutrino signal (the
dominant pp component and the low-energy parts of the 7Be, pep and
CNO components); the dominant 14C background and the associated
pile-up; and other identified radioactive backgrounds (85Kr, 210Bi,
210Po and 214Pb). The free fit parameters are the rates of the pp solar
neutrinos and of the 85Kr, 210Bi and 210Po backgrounds. The 7Be neut-
rino rate is constrained at the measured value17 within the error, and
pep and CNO neutrino contributions are fixed at the levels of the SSM9,
taking into account the values of the neutrino oscillation parameters25.
The 14C and the synthetic pile-up rates are determined from the data
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Figure 2 | Energy spectra for all the solar neutrino and radioactive
background components. All components are obtained from analytical
expressions, validated by Monte Carlo simulations, with the exception of the
synthetic pile-up, which is constructed from data (see text for details).
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working properly, and that the triggering efficiency can be
safely assumed to be 1 for all energies of interest for this
paper. The number of live PMTs in a run is always at least
80% of the total, so even applying a correction, the effective
threshold rises from about 40 to about 50, well below the
physics region of interest to this paper.
The trigger efficiency at higher energy (514 keV) was

also studied with the 85Sr calibration source as reported in
[32] and was again found to be well compatible with 1.
However, the uncertainty in the activity of the calibration
sources was too large to use those tests as a definitive proof
of the good behavior of the triggering system.
A software code (called clustering algorithm) identifies

within the acquisition gate the group of hits that belong to a
single scintillation event (here called cluster). The cluster
duration is typically 1.5 μs long, although different values
have been used for some analysis. Fast radioactive decays
or random coincidence events detected in a single trigger
gate are separated by this clustering algorithm. Delayed
coincidences separated by more than the gate width are

detected in two separate events (DAQ triggers). Figure 7
shows an event with two clusters.
The readout sequence can also be activated by the OD

through a dedicated triggering system firing when at least
six outer-detector PMTs detect light within a time window
of 150 ns. Regardless of the trigger type, the data from both
the inner and outer detectors are always recorded.
A dedicated trigger was developed for cosmogenic

neutron detection. After each muon passing and triggering
both the OD and the ID, a 1.6 ms wide acquisition gate is
opened. This duration is sufficient since it corresponds to
more than 6 times the neutron capture time. Neutrons are
searched for as clusters in this dedicated long trigger as well
as clusters within the muon gate itself. The dead time
between the muon and neutron trigger is ð150" 50Þ ns.
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FIG. 7. An example of a single data acquisition gate (so-called
event) containing two well-separated clusters, which are due to
two different interactions inside the scintillator.
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pp-ν analysis: constraining 14C-pilep 

Nature 512 (2014) 383 

Synthetic pile-up: overlap uncorrelated data with regular events 

Result (spectral shape + rate) used to constrain pile-up in the final fit 

Trigger gate start 

… 

Trigger gate end  

After-pulsing 
Uncorrelated 
data  

230 ns 
1st cluster  
causing trigger 

Raw data overimposed and  
the whole lov-level reconstruction repeated 
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Implications of Borexino solar neutrino measurements: I. 
 

Extended Data Figure 2 | Survival probability of electron-neutrinos
produced by the different nuclear reactions in the Sun. All the numbers are
from Borexino (this paper for pp, ref. 17 for 7Be, ref. 18 for pep and ref. 19
for 8B with two different thresholds at 3 and 5 MeV). 7Be and pep neutrinos are
mono-energetic. pp and 8B are emitted with a continuum of energy, and the
reported P(ne R ne) value refers to the energy range contributing to the

measurement. The violet band corresponds to the 61s prediction of
the MSW-LMA solution25. It is calculated for the 8B solar neutrinos,
considering their production region in the Sun which represents the
other components well. The vertical error bars of each data point
represent the 61s interval; the horizontal uncertainty shows the neutrino
energy range used in the measurement.
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Borexino only survival probability 

MSW-LMA 
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Day-Night variation of the solar flux 
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Borexino: 
Absence of day-night asymmetry for 7Be rate (R)  

ADN= 0.001 ± 0.012(stat) ± 0.007(syst) 

LOW prediction 

• MSW: a possible regeneration of electron neutrinos in the matter (within the Earth 
during night): effect depends on the oscillation parameters and on energy; 

Night - day spectrum 

solar neutrino data  
WITHOUT Borexino 

solar neutrino data  
WITH Borexino 

ADN 
excludes 
99.73% CL 

LMA LMA 
only 

LOW 

Regions allowed @ 68.27%, 95.45%, 99.73% CL 

•  in agreement with MSW-LMA; 
•  LOW region excluded at > 8.5 σ with 
solar neutrinos only: for the first time 
without the use of reactor ANTIneutrinos 
and therefore the assumption of CPT 
symmetry; 
•  constrains non standard interacitons 
(MaVaN in Holanda 2009 excluded) 

Physics Letters B 707 (2012) 22–26 
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SuperKamiokande:Day-night variation of 8B flux  

Neutrino 20143rd June, 2014
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Future of solar neutrino experiments 
•  Borexino has entered a new Phase II after an extensive purification campaign 

(almost complete removal of 85Kr  and a strong reduction of 210Bi: more 
precise measurement of pep and CNO (?) 

•  new data from SuperK for 8B – Pee as a function of energy! 
•  Testing Pee (energy) = LMA-MSW or some non standard interactions 

(searching for new physics)? 
•  Testing the Sun … solving metallicity problem? 
•  Future experiments: 
•  SNO+ (Canada, 1 kton of scintillator, > 1 order of magnitude less cosmogenic 

bgr); 
•  JUNO (China, 20 kton scintillator, close to reactor – mass hiearchy 

measurement, solar neutrino program under study) 
•  Megaton scale:  Hyper-Kamiokande = 20 x SuperKamiokande; 
•  LENA _ 50 kton liquid scintillator…. Unclear future 
•  LENS – Unclear future; 
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Earth structure 
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Inner Core - SOLID 
•  about the size of the Moon; 
•  Fe – Ni alloy; 
•  solid (high pressure ~ 330 GPa); 
•  temperature ~ 5700 K; 
 

 

Outer Core - LIQUID 

•  2260 km thick; 
•  FeNi alloy + 10% light  elem. (S, O?); 
•  liquid; 
• temperature ~ 4100 – 5800 K; 
•  geodynamo:  motion of conductive  
liquid within the Sun’s magnetic field; 
 
 
 

 

D’’ layer: mantle –core 
transition 

•  ~200 km thick; 
• seismic discontinuity; 
•  unclear origin; 

 

Earth structure 
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Earth structure Lower mantle (mesosphere) 

•  rocks:  high Mg/Fe, < Si + Al;  
•  T: 600 – 3700 K; 
•  high pressure: solid, but viscose; 
•  “plastic” on long time scales: 
    
 
 

 

CONVECTION 

Transition zone (400 -650 km) 

  seismic discontinuity; 
•  mineral recrystallisation; 
• : role of the latent heat?; 
•  partial melting: the source of mid-
ocean ridges basalts; 
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Earth structure Upper mantle 

•  composition: rock type peridotite 
•  includes highly viscose 
astenosphere on which are floating 
litospheric tectonic plates  
(lithosphere = more rigid upper 
mantle + crust); 

 Crust: the uppermost part  

•  OCEANIC CRUST: 
•  created at mid-ocean ridges; 
•  ~ 10 km thick; 
•  CONTINENTAL CRUST: 
•  the most differentiated; 
•  30 – 70 km thick; 
•  igneous, metamorphic, and 
sedimentary rocks; 
•  obduction and orogenesis; 
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Seismology 

Discontinuities in the waves 
propagation and the density profile 
but no info about the chemical 
composition of the Earth 

P – primary, longitudinal waves 
S – secondary, transverse/shear waves 
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Bull et al. EPSL 2009

Seismic shear wave speed anomaly
Tomographic model S20RTS (Ritsema et al.)

Two large scale seismic speed anomalies 
– below Africa and below central Pacific

Anti-correlation of shear and sound 
wavespeeds + sharp velocity gradients 
suggest a compositional component

Seismic tomography image of present-day mantle

Candidate for an distinct 
chemical reservoir

“piles” or “LLSVPs” or “superplumes”

Sat AM: Ed Garnero

From the talk of Sramek at Neutrino Geoscienece 2013 
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Geochemistry 

  1) Direct rock samples 
* surface and bore-holes (max. 12 km); 
* mantle rocks brought up by tectonics and vulcanism; 
BUT:  POSSIBLE ALTERATION DURING THE TRANSPORT  

 

Mantle-peridotite xenoliths 

 
 
 
2)  Geochemical models: 

composition of direct rock samples +  
C1 carbonaceous chondrites meteorites +  
Sun’s photosphere; 
 

Bulk Silicate Earth (BSE) models (several!):  
medium composition 
of the “re-mixed” crust + mantle, 
i.e., primordial mantle before the crust  

differentiation and after the Fe-Ni core separation; 
 
 
 

 
 
 

xenolith 
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Sources of the Earth’s heat 
•  Total heat flow (“measured”):   latest results: 47+2 TW          

•   Radiogenic heat = from decays of long-lived radioactive elements 
(U,Th chains + 40K)  

       A) C1 carbonaceous chondrites : 17-21 TW  from which 
            ~9 TW from the crust and 0 from the core (the rest is in the mantle);        
      B) Enstatic-chondrites models: (Javoy 2010): only 11 TW!!! 
      C) Geodynamical models: >30 TW!!! 

 

•  Other heat sources  (possible deficit up to 47-11 = 36 TW!) 
– Residual heat: gravitational contraction and extraterrestrial 

impacts in the past; 
–  40K in the core; 
– nuclear reactor; (BOREXINO rejects a power > 3 TW at 95% C.L.) 
– mantle differentiation and recrystallisation; 

  

•               

 
 

 
 
 

IMPORTANT MARGINS  
FOR ALL DIFFERENT MODELS OF THE EARTH STRUCTUE 
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Surface heat flux 
•     Conductive heat flow from  
    bore-hole temperature gradient; 

• Total surface  heat flux:  
 31 + 1 TW   (Hofmeister&Criss 2005) 

     46 + 3 TW (Jaupart et all 2007) 
     47 + 2 TW  (Davis&Davies 2010) 
 (same data, different analysis) 
 
SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 
Different assumptions concerning 

the role of fluids in the zones of 
mid ocean ridges. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Global Heat Flow Data (Pollack et al.) 

Bore-hole measurements 
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• “Geochemical” estimate
– Ratios of RLE abundances constrained by C1 chondrites
– Absolute abundances inferred from Earth rock samples
– McDonough & Sun (1995), Allègre (1995), Hart & Zindler 
(1986), Palme & O’Neill (2003), Arevalo et al. (2009)

• “Cosmochemical” estimate
– Isotopic similarity between Earth rocks and E-chondrides
– Build the Earth from E-chondrite material
– Javoy et al. (2010)
– also “collisional erosion” models (O’Neill & Palme 2008)

20±4

11±2

33±3

BSE Mantle

3±2

12±4

25±3
• “Geodynamical” estimate

– Based on a classical parameterized convection model
– Requires a high mantle Urey ratio, i.e., high U, Th, K

TW radiogenic power

?

Composition of Silicate Earth  (BSE)U Th K

BSE = Mantle + Crust
Oceanic:     0.22 ± 0.03 TW
Continental:  7.8 ± 0.9 TWCRUST2.0 

thickness Tomorrow: New crustal model by Yu Huang et al.
CC = 6.8 (+1.4/-1.1) TW

From Sramek @ Neutrino Geoscience 2013 
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Geoneutrinos ���
antineutrinos from the decay of 238U, 232Th,40K in the Earth	


63!

Main goal: determine the contribution of the radiogenic heat to the total surface heat 
flux, which is an important margin, test, and input at the same time for many gephysical and 
geochemical models of the Earth; 
 

Further goals: tests and discrimination among geological models, study of the mantle 
homogeneity, insights to the processes of Earth’formation…..  

Abundance of radioactive elements fixes the amount of radiogenic heat (nuclear physics); 
Mass and distribution of radiogenic elements à geoneutrino flux (cca 106 cm-2 s-1); 
From measured geoneutrino flux to radiogenic heat…. 

++→+ enpν

Eν > 1.8 MeV 

•    “prompt signal” 
e+:   energy loss + annihilation 
  
•  “delayed signal” 
neutron capture on protons  
after thermalization  2.2 γ	


1.8 MeV 

40K  
below  
threshold 
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Expected geoneutrino signal	

•  LOC: Local crust: about 50% of the expected geoneutrino signal comes from the 

crust within 500-800 km around the detector, thus local geology has to be known 
(for LNGS Coltorti et al. 2011); 

 

•  ROC: Rest of the crust: further crust is divided in 3D voxels, volumes for upper, 
middle, lower crust and sediments are estimated and a mean chemical composition 
is attributed to these volumes (Huang et al. 2013); 

•  Mantle = BSE – (LOC + ROC): this is real unknown, different BSE models are 
considered and the respective U + Th mass is distributed either homogeneously 
(maximal signal) or it is concentrated near to the core-mantle boundary (minimal 
signal); 
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Table 3

Geo-neutrino expected signals in TNU from U and Th in the crust according
to three different geophysical and geochemical models. All calculations are
normalized to a survival probability hPeei = 0.55. The uncertainties ofMantovani
et al. [91] correspond to the full range of the crustal models, while for Dye [88]
and Huang et al. [28] the 1� errors are reported.

Site Mantovani et al. [91] Dye [88] Huang et al. [28]

Kamioka 24.7+4.3
�10.3 23.1 ± 5.5 20.6+4.0

�3.5

Gran Sasso 29.6+5.1
�12.4 28.9 ± 6.9 29.0+6.0

�5.0

Sudbury 38.5+6.7
�16.1 34.9 ± 8.4 34.0+6.3

�5.7

Hawaii 3.3+0.6
�1.4 3.2 ± 0.6 2.6+0.5

�0.5

Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) and is in construction phase. The site of Hawaii is considered, due to its low geo-
neutrino crustal signal.

In Mantovani et al., 2004 [91], the radioactivity content of each layer of a 2� ⇥ 2� global crustal model was calculated by
averaging the abundances of U andTh values available in theGERMdatabase (2003). The reported spread is obtained byusing
the maximal and minimal abundances of the compilations. The geo-neutrino signal from the crust reported in [88] differs
from that of [91] for the composition of the crystalline crust. In this latter model the authors assign to each identifiable layer
(upper, middle and lower crust) the U and Th abundances presented in the comprehensive review published by Rudnick
and Gao [27]. The uncertainty of the geo-neutrino signal for this model is the sum of the uncertainties due to 1� error of U
and Th abundances assigned to the crustal layers.

In Ref. [28] the uncertainties of the expected geo-neutrino flux are calculated for the first time, taking into account the
Th and U content of the crust and considering the geochemical and geophysical uncertainties associated with the input
data. Observing a log-normal distributions of U and Th concentrations in crustal rocks, the median values are evaluated
as the most representative number of the probability functions. The asymmetrical uncertainties are propagated from the
non-Gaussian distributions of the abundances in the deep continental crust using a Monte Carlo simulation. The estimated
signals from U and Th in the crust as calculated from this study are reported in Table 3, with all values overlapping within
the quoted uncertainties.

Due to the inverse-squared distance-dependence of the neutrino flux, the local and global reservoirs can provide
comparable contributions to the geo-neutrino signal, at least for detectors sited in the continental crust. The boundaries
of the local crust are a matter of convention. Following the Ref. [28], the crustal U and Th content in the 24 closest 1� ⇥ 1�

crustal voxels surrounding KamLAND, Borexino and SNO+ contribute 65%, 53% and 56% of the total signal, respectively.
Refined geochemical and geophysical models, that describe the Earth, have been developed for identifying with greater
precision and accuracy the local contribution (circa 500 km radius) surrounding each detector.

3.2. Local geological model near the Kamioka site

The Japan island arc sits on a continental shelf situated close to the eastern margin of the Eurasian plate, one of the most
seismically active areas of our planet. The Philippine tectonic plate ismoving towards the Eurasia plate at about 40 mm/year
and ultimately, the Philippine plate is subducting beneath the southern part of Japan. The Pacific Plate is moving roughly in
the same direction at about 80 mm/year and is subducting beneath the northern half of Japan. Both subducting plates form
deep submarine trenches and uplift areas parallel to the trench, and generate igneous activity, particularly the production of
the volcanic island chain. The Sea of Japan is a typical marginal sea, which is incompletely bordered by islands and expanded
basins on the back arc side (back arc basin), and is situated between the Japan island arc and the Asian continent. The
geochemical and geophysical features of the Japanese crust, the effects of the subducting slab, and the intricate back-arc
opening tectonics have been studied by Fiorentini et al. [93] and Enomoto et al. [89], with the aim of estimating their effects
on geo-neutrino signal.

The six 2� ⇥ 2� tiles around KamLAND produce S(U + Th) = 13.3 TNU [28]. A refined local model of the crust identifies
two layers: an upper crust extending down to the Conrad discontinuity, and a lower part down to the Moho discontinuity.
In [93], the map of Conrad and Moho depths beneath the Japan Islands is derived by Zhao et al. [94], with an estimated
standard error of ±1 km over most of Japan territory, see Fig. 8. A detailed grid based on 0.25� ⇥ 0.25� cells provided a
sampling density for the study of the upper crust in the region near Kamioka that is equivalent to about one specimen per
400 km2. Also, the vertical distribution of Th and U abundances in the crust provides even greater challenges because of the
limited information on the chemical composition at scales smaller than the Conrad depth, which is generally about 20 km
deep. The chemical composition of the upper-crust of Japan was estimated by Togashi et al., 2002 [95] and was based on
166 representative specimens, which can be associated with 37 geological groups, based on ages, lithologies, and provinces.
In Fiorentini et al. 2005 [93], a map of uranium abundance in the upper crust was built under the assumption that the
composition of the whole upper crust is the same as that inferred in [95] from the study of the exposed portion.

The composition of the Japanese lower crust was assumed to be homogeneous and taken to be ALC (U) = (0.85±0.23)⇥
10�6 kg/kg and ALC (Th) = (5.19 ± 2.08) ⇥ 10�6 kg/kg, based on the model of the lower continental crust reported in an

1 TNU = 1 event / 1032 target protons / year 
Cca 1 event / 1 kton / 1 year with 100% detection  efficiency 

[TNU] 
Borexino 
KamLAND 
SNO+ 
HanoHano 
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No Oscillation 

No Oscillation 

Oscillated 

Oscillated 

Geoneutrinos  Reactor antineutrinos at LNGS 

3 MeV antineutrino ..  
Oscillation length of ~100 km 
 

for geoneutrinos we can use average survival probability of  0.551 + 0.015 (Fiorentini et al 
2012), but for reactor  antineutrinos  not! 

Effect of neutrino oscillations	
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Geoneutrino experimental results 

KamLand (Japan) 
 

•  The very first investigation in 2005 
     (Nature 436 (2005) 499): CL < 2 sigma; 
 

•  Update in PRL 100 (2008):   
      73 +- 27 geo events 
 

•  high exposure: 99.997 CL 
observation in 2011  

     (Gando et al, Nature Geoscience 1205) 
      106 +29 

– 28 geonu events detected;  
     (March 2002 – April 2009) 
     3.49 x 1032 target-proton year 
 

•  PRD 88 (2013) 033001 
    116 +28 

– 27 geonu events detected;  
     (March 2002 – November 2012) 
     4.9 x 1032 target-proton year 
     0-hypothesis @ 2 x 10-6 

 

 Borexino (Italy) 
 

•  small exposure but low 
background level:  

     observation at 99.997 CL in 2010     
      (Bellini et al, PLB 687): 
9.9 +4.1 

– 3.4 geonu events detected; 
(December 2007 – December 2009) 
Exposure 1.5 x 1031 target-proton 
year 
 
•   PLB 722 (2013) 295–300: 
    14.3 +- 4.4 geonu events;  
     (December 2007 – August 2012) 
     3.69 x 1031 target-proton year 
     after cuts  
     0-hypothesis @ 6 x 10-6 
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Geoneutrinos in Borexino"

67!

2010 result:  FIRST OBSERVATION AT > 4σ C.L. level 
                           G. Bellini et al. Phys. Lett. B 687 (2010) 299 with 252.6 ton-year exposure after cuts; 
 

2013 result:  G. Bellini et al. Phys. Lett. B 722 (2013) 295 with  (613 + 26) ton-year after cuts ; 

Unbinned maximal likelihood fit: 
 

Free: geoneutrino (T/Th constrained to chondritic value OR separate U and Th contributions) 
         reactor antineutrino (different parametrsations differ in rate and not that much in shape) 
 

Constrained: other backgrounds (almost negligible) 
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the period used for this work is 15.8 counts/day/ton. Backgrounds
from accidental coincidences and from (α, n) interactions were
evaluated according to the same methods as described in [3].

During the purification campaigns some radon did enter the
detector. The 222Rn has τ = 5.52 days and within several days
the correlated backgrounds disappear leaving in the detector the
corresponding amount of 210Pb. These transition periods are not
used for solar-ν studies, but, with special care can be used for
ν̄e studies. The 214Bi(β)–214Po(α) delayed coincidence has a time
constant very close to the neutron capture time in PC. The α parti-
cles emitted by the 214Po usually show a visible energy well below
the neutron capture energy window. However, in 1.04 × 10−4 or
in 6 × 10−7 of cases, the 214Po decays to excited states of 210Pb
and the α is accompanied by the emission of prompt gammas of
799.7 keV and of 1097.7 keV, respectively. In liquid scintillators,
the γ of the same energy produces more light with respect to an
α particle [22]. Therefore, for these (α + γ ) decay branches the
observed light yield is higher with respect to pure α decays and
is very close to the neutron capture energy window. We have ob-
served such candidates restricted to the purification periods, hav-
ing the corresponding increased Q delayed and positive (α-like) Gatti
parameter. In order to suppress this background to negligible lev-
els during the purification periods, we have increased (with respect
to [3]) the lower limit on Q delayed to 860 p.e. and applied a slight
Gatti cut on the delayed candidate as described above.

We have identified 46 golden anti-neutrino candidates passing
all the selection criteria described above, having uniform spatial
and time distributions. All prompt events of these golden candi-
dates have a negative G parameter, confirming that they are not
due to α’s or fast protons. The total number of the expected back-
ground is (0.70 ± 0.18) events (see Table 2). The achieved signal-
to-background ratio of ∼65 is high due to the extreme radio-purity
of Borexino scintillator and high efficiency of the detector shield-
ing.

In the energy region Q prompt > 1300 p.e., above the end-point
of the geo-neutrino spectrum, we observe 21 candidates, while the
expected background as in Table 2 is (0.24 ± 0.13) events. In this
energy window, we expect (39.9 ± 2.7) and (22.0 ± 1.6) reactor-
ν̄e events without and with oscillations, respectively. The expected
survival probability is therefore (55.1 ± 5.5)%, a value almost con-
stant for distances Lr > 300 km. We recall that for Borexino the
closest reactor is at 416 km and the mean weighted distance is
1200 km. We conclude that our measurement of reactor ν̄e ’s in
terms of number of events is statistically in agreement with the
expected signal in the presence of neutrino oscillations. The ratio
of the measured number of events due to reactor ν̄e ’s with respect
to the expected non-oscillated number of events is (52.0 ± 12.0)%.

We have performed an unbinned maximal likelihood fit of the
light yield spectrum of our prompt candidates. The weights of
the geo-neutrino (Th/U mass ratio fixed to the chondritic value of
3.9 [28]) and the reactor anti-neutrino spectral components were
left as free fit parameters. The main background components were
restricted within ±1σ around the expected value as in Table 2.
For the accidental background we have used the measured spec-
tral shape, while for the (α,n) background we have used an MC
spectrum. For the 9Li and 8He background we have used an MC
spectrum as well which is in agreement with the measured spec-
trum of 148 events satisfying our selection cuts as observed within
a 2 s time interval after muons passing the scintillator.

Our best fit values are Ngeo = (14.3 ± 4.4) events and Nreact =
31.2+7.0

−6.1 events, corresponding to signals Sgeo = (38.8±12.0) TNU2

2 1 TNU = 1 Terrestrial Neutrino Unit = 1 event/year /1032 protons.

Fig. 1. Q prompt light yield spectrum of the 46 prompt golden anti-neutrino candi-
dates and the best fit. The yellow area isolates the contribution of the geo-ν̄e in the
total signal. Dashed red line/orange area: reactor-ν̄e signal from the fit. Dashed blue
line: geo-ν̄e signal resulting from the fit. The contribution of background from Ta-
ble 2 is almost negligible and is shown by the small red filled area in the lower left
part. The conversion from p.e. to energy is approximately 500 p.e./MeV. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this Letter.)

Fig. 2. The 68.27, 95.45, and 99.73% C.L. contour plots for the geo-neutrino and the
reactor anti-neutrino signal rates expressed in TNU units. The black point indicates
the best fit values. The dashed vertical lines are the 1σ expectation band for Srea .
The horizontal dashed lines show the extremes of the expectations for different BSE
models (see Fig. 3 and relative details in text).

and Sreact = 84.5+19.3
−16.9 TNU. The measured geo-neutrino signal cor-

responds to overall ν̄e fluxes from U and Th decay chains of
φ(U ) = (2.4 ± 0.7) × 106 cm−2 s−1 and φ(Th) = (2.0 ± 0.6) ×
106 cm−2 s−1, considering the cross section of the detection in-
teraction (Eq. (1)) from [14]. From the lnL profile, the null geo-
neutrino measurement has a probability of 6 × 10−6. The data and
the best fit are shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows the 68.27, 95.45,
and 99.73% C.L. contours for the geo-neutrino and the reactor anti-
neutrino signals in comparison to expectations. The signal from the
reactors is in full agreement with the expectations of (33.3 ± 2.4)
events in the presence of neutrino oscillations.

A contribution of the local crust (LOC) to the total geo-neutrino
signal, based on the local 3D geology around the LNGS laboratory,
was carefully estimated in [32] as Sgeo(LOC) = (9.7±1.3) TNU. The
contribution from the Rest Of the Crust (ROC), based on the recent
calculation by Huang et al. [33], results in the geo-neutrino sig-
nal from the crust (LOC + ROC) of Sgeo(Crust) = (23.4 ± 2.8) TNU.
Subtracting the estimated crustal components from the Borexino

Reactor  

Geo  

46 golden coincidences 
Background not due to reactors is very small 
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Geoneutrinos in Borexino: fit results 
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the period used for this work is 15.8 counts/day/ton. Backgrounds
from accidental coincidences and from (α, n) interactions were
evaluated according to the same methods as described in [3].

During the purification campaigns some radon did enter the
detector. The 222Rn has τ = 5.52 days and within several days
the correlated backgrounds disappear leaving in the detector the
corresponding amount of 210Pb. These transition periods are not
used for solar-ν studies, but, with special care can be used for
ν̄e studies. The 214Bi(β)–214Po(α) delayed coincidence has a time
constant very close to the neutron capture time in PC. The α parti-
cles emitted by the 214Po usually show a visible energy well below
the neutron capture energy window. However, in 1.04 × 10−4 or
in 6 × 10−7 of cases, the 214Po decays to excited states of 210Pb
and the α is accompanied by the emission of prompt gammas of
799.7 keV and of 1097.7 keV, respectively. In liquid scintillators,
the γ of the same energy produces more light with respect to an
α particle [22]. Therefore, for these (α + γ ) decay branches the
observed light yield is higher with respect to pure α decays and
is very close to the neutron capture energy window. We have ob-
served such candidates restricted to the purification periods, hav-
ing the corresponding increased Q delayed and positive (α-like) Gatti
parameter. In order to suppress this background to negligible lev-
els during the purification periods, we have increased (with respect
to [3]) the lower limit on Q delayed to 860 p.e. and applied a slight
Gatti cut on the delayed candidate as described above.

We have identified 46 golden anti-neutrino candidates passing
all the selection criteria described above, having uniform spatial
and time distributions. All prompt events of these golden candi-
dates have a negative G parameter, confirming that they are not
due to α’s or fast protons. The total number of the expected back-
ground is (0.70 ± 0.18) events (see Table 2). The achieved signal-
to-background ratio of ∼65 is high due to the extreme radio-purity
of Borexino scintillator and high efficiency of the detector shield-
ing.

In the energy region Q prompt > 1300 p.e., above the end-point
of the geo-neutrino spectrum, we observe 21 candidates, while the
expected background as in Table 2 is (0.24 ± 0.13) events. In this
energy window, we expect (39.9 ± 2.7) and (22.0 ± 1.6) reactor-
ν̄e events without and with oscillations, respectively. The expected
survival probability is therefore (55.1 ± 5.5)%, a value almost con-
stant for distances Lr > 300 km. We recall that for Borexino the
closest reactor is at 416 km and the mean weighted distance is
1200 km. We conclude that our measurement of reactor ν̄e ’s in
terms of number of events is statistically in agreement with the
expected signal in the presence of neutrino oscillations. The ratio
of the measured number of events due to reactor ν̄e ’s with respect
to the expected non-oscillated number of events is (52.0 ± 12.0)%.

We have performed an unbinned maximal likelihood fit of the
light yield spectrum of our prompt candidates. The weights of
the geo-neutrino (Th/U mass ratio fixed to the chondritic value of
3.9 [28]) and the reactor anti-neutrino spectral components were
left as free fit parameters. The main background components were
restricted within ±1σ around the expected value as in Table 2.
For the accidental background we have used the measured spec-
tral shape, while for the (α,n) background we have used an MC
spectrum. For the 9Li and 8He background we have used an MC
spectrum as well which is in agreement with the measured spec-
trum of 148 events satisfying our selection cuts as observed within
a 2 s time interval after muons passing the scintillator.

Our best fit values are Ngeo = (14.3 ± 4.4) events and Nreact =
31.2+7.0

−6.1 events, corresponding to signals Sgeo = (38.8±12.0) TNU2

2 1 TNU = 1 Terrestrial Neutrino Unit = 1 event/year /1032 protons.

Fig. 1. Q prompt light yield spectrum of the 46 prompt golden anti-neutrino candi-
dates and the best fit. The yellow area isolates the contribution of the geo-ν̄e in the
total signal. Dashed red line/orange area: reactor-ν̄e signal from the fit. Dashed blue
line: geo-ν̄e signal resulting from the fit. The contribution of background from Ta-
ble 2 is almost negligible and is shown by the small red filled area in the lower left
part. The conversion from p.e. to energy is approximately 500 p.e./MeV. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this Letter.)

Fig. 2. The 68.27, 95.45, and 99.73% C.L. contour plots for the geo-neutrino and the
reactor anti-neutrino signal rates expressed in TNU units. The black point indicates
the best fit values. The dashed vertical lines are the 1σ expectation band for Srea .
The horizontal dashed lines show the extremes of the expectations for different BSE
models (see Fig. 3 and relative details in text).

and Sreact = 84.5+19.3
−16.9 TNU. The measured geo-neutrino signal cor-

responds to overall ν̄e fluxes from U and Th decay chains of
φ(U ) = (2.4 ± 0.7) × 106 cm−2 s−1 and φ(Th) = (2.0 ± 0.6) ×
106 cm−2 s−1, considering the cross section of the detection in-
teraction (Eq. (1)) from [14]. From the lnL profile, the null geo-
neutrino measurement has a probability of 6 × 10−6. The data and
the best fit are shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows the 68.27, 95.45,
and 99.73% C.L. contours for the geo-neutrino and the reactor anti-
neutrino signals in comparison to expectations. The signal from the
reactors is in full agreement with the expectations of (33.3 ± 2.4)
events in the presence of neutrino oscillations.

A contribution of the local crust (LOC) to the total geo-neutrino
signal, based on the local 3D geology around the LNGS laboratory,
was carefully estimated in [32] as Sgeo(LOC) = (9.7±1.3) TNU. The
contribution from the Rest Of the Crust (ROC), based on the recent
calculation by Huang et al. [33], results in the geo-neutrino sig-
nal from the crust (LOC + ROC) of Sgeo(Crust) = (23.4 ± 2.8) TNU.
Subtracting the estimated crustal components from the Borexino
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Fig. 5. Q prompt light yield spectrum of the 46 prompt golden anti-neutrino candi-
dates and the best fit with free U (blue) and Th (cyan) contributions. The yellow
area isolates the total contribution of geo-ν̄e s. Dashed red line/orange area: reactor-
ν̄e signal from the fit. The contribution of background from Table 2 is almost negli-
gible and is shown by the small red filled area. The conversion from p.e. to energy
is approximately 500 p.e./MeV. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

Fig. 6. The 68.27, 95.45, and 99.73% C.L. contour plots of the STh and SU signal rates
expressed in TNU units. The black point indicates the best fit values. The dashed
blue line represents the chondritic Th and U ratio.

expected geo-reactor anti-neutrino. In a similar unbinned maximal
likelihood fit of our 46 golden anti-neutrino candidates we have
added another fit component, Ngeo-react, while constraining Nreact
to the expected value of (33.3 ± 2.4) events. All other fit details
were as above, including fixed chondritic mass Th/U ratio. We set
the upper limit on the geo-reactor power 4.5 TW at 95% C.L.
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Nreactor = 31.2-6.1
+7  (free in the fit!) in agreement with expectation of 33.3 ± 2.4 events after oscillations; 

 

1 TNU = 1 event / 1032 target protons / year 
Cca 1 event / 1 kton / 1 year with 100% detection  efficiency 
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Fixed Th/U mass ratio to chondritic 
value of 3.9:  
Ngeo = 14.3 ± 4.4 events   
Sgeo = 38.8 ± 12.0 TNU 

Th/U ratio free in the fit: 
S(238 U)= 26.5  ± 19.5  TNU 
S(232 T) = 10.6  ±  12.7 TNU 

Best fit value compatible 
with chondritic value 
but the error is still large 
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Expected reactor anti-neutrino signal  
and its error in Borexino 

Source of error Error 
(%) 

Oscillations: θ13 ±0.5% 
Oscillations: δm2 ±0.02% 
Oscillations: θ12 ±2.3% 

Energy per fission of isotope i: Ei ±0.6% 

Flux shape: Φi(Eν) ±3.5% 
Cross section: σ(E) ±0.4% 
Thermal power: Prm ±2.0% 
Long lived isotopes in spent fuel ±1% 

Fuel composition: fri ±3.2% 

Reactor – Borexino distance Lr ±0.4% 
TOTAL ±5.8% 

Expected number of events: (33.3+2.4) events in 613 tonxyear exposure 

σ~10-44 cm2  Nprotons = 6x1030 in 100 tons 

Prompt energy (MeV) 

235U 
239Pu 
238U 
241Pu 
Sum with oscil. 
Sum NO oscil. 

Energy spectrum of prompt events 

Ideal detector 
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Non-antineutrino background sources 

Limestone rock 

µ
µ

µ µ 

n
n

n
n, 
9Li,8He 

1) Cosmogenic-muon induced:  
• 9Li and 8He decaying β-n; 
• neutrons of high energies; 
    neutrons scatters proton = prompt; 
    neutron is captured = delayed; 

• Non-identified muons;  
 

2) Accidental coincidences; 
 

3) Due to the internal radioactivity:  (α,n) 
and (γ,n) reactions 

Author's personal copy

Borexino Collaboration / Physics Letters B 722 (2013) 295–300 297

Table 1
Systematic uncertainties on the expected reactor ν̄e sig-
nal which are added in quadrature. See Eq. (2) and ac-
companying text for details.

Source Uncertainty [%]

φ(E ν̄ ) 3.5
Fuel composition 3.2
θ12 2.3
Prm 2.0
Long-lived isotopes 1.0
Ei 0.6
θ13 0.5
Lr 0.4
σν̄p 0.4
δm2 0.03

Total 5.8

φi(E ν̄e ) energy spectra are taken from [17], differing from the spec-
tra [18] used in [3] by about +3.5% in the normalization. The
shapes are comparable in the energy window of our anti-neutrino
candidates. Note that the 3.5% difference in the normalization is
conservatively considered as a systematic error. For the power
fractions, f i , we adopt the same assumptions as in our previous
study [3]. Furthermore, in this analysis we precise f i for the 46
cores using heavy water moderator [19]:

235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu = 0.542 : 0.411 : 0.022 : 0.0243. (3)

Since only two such cores are in Europe (in Romania) this improve-
ment in the calculation has an effect less than 0.1%.

We adopt neutrino oscillations parameters as derived in [21]
for normal hierarchy: δm2 = (7.54+0.26

−0.22) · 10−5 eV2; sin2 θ12 =
(3.07+0.18

−0.16) · 10−1; sin2 θ13 = (2.41 ± 0.25) · 10−2. The three fla-
vor scenario implies a 4.6% decrease in the predicted signal with
respect the two neutrino case (as it was used in [3]), while the
spectral shape does not significantly change.

As in [3], we also include a +0.6% contribution from matter ef-
fects (oscillation parameters as above), and the +1.0% contribution
of long-lived fission products in the spent fuel [20]. The contribu-
tions to the estimated systematic error are summarized in Table 1.

Finally, the number of expected reactor ν̄e candidates is
Nreact = (33.3 ± 2.4) events for the exposure of (613 ± 26) ton
× yr after cuts (for their efficiency see below). We note that in
the absence of oscillation, the number of expected events would
be 60.4 ± 4.1.

The Borexino calibration campaigns [10] included several γ , β ,
and α sources placed through the scintillator volume on and off-
axis. The AmBe source, producing ∼10 neutrons/s with energies
up to 10 MeV, was deployed in twenty-five different positions al-
lowing the study of the detector response to captured neutrons
and to protons recoiling off neutrons. The calibration data were
essential for testing the accuracy of the Geant4-based Borexino
MC simulation. The energy spectra of geo-neutrinos from 238U and
232Th, based on the theoretical energy spectra of β− decays and
the calculated energy spectrum of reactor ν̄e ’s (see above), were
used as input to the MC code in order to simulate the detector
response to ν̄e interactions. The MC output functions expressed in
the total light yield, Q (in units of photoelectrons, p.e., collected by
the PMTs where 1 MeV corresponds to about 500 p.e.) were then
used as fit functions in the final analysis. In this way, the non-
linearities of the detector response function important at higher
energies and in the increased fiducial volume with respect to solar
neutrino analysis, are automatically taken into account.

The following cuts are used to select ν̄e ’s candidates: 1) Q prompt
> 408 p.e. and 860 p.e. < Q delayed < 1300 p.e., where Q prompt and
Q delayed are the PMTs’ light yields for the prompt (positron can-

Table 2
Summary of the background faking anti-neutrino interactions and
expressed in number of events expected among the 46 golden
anti-neutrino candidates. The upper limits are given for 90% C.L.

Background source Events
9Li–8He 0.25 ± 0.18
Fast n’s (µ’s in WT) <0.07
Fast n’s (µ’s in rock) <0.28
Untagged muons 0.080 ± 0.007
Accidental coincidences 0.206 ± 0.004
Time corr. background 0.005 ± 0.012
(γ ,n) <0.04
Spontaneous fission in PMTs 0.022 ± 0.002
(α,n) in scintillator 0.13 ± 0.01
(α,n) in the buffer <0.43

Total 0.70 ± 0.18

didate) and delayed (neutron candidate) events; 2) reconstructed
distance )R < 1 m; and 3) time interval 20 µs < )t < 1280 µs
between the prompt and the delayed event. In liquid scintillators,
a pulse-shape analysis can be used to discriminate highly ionizing
particles (α, proton) from particles with lower specific ionization
(β− , β+ , γ ). The so-called Gatti parameter G [23] has been used
to improve background rejection. For the delayed candidate a very
slight cut requiring Gdelayed < 0.015 is applied. The total detection
efficiency with these cuts was determined by MC to be 0.84±0.01.

A minimal distance of 25 cm from the inner vessel containing
the scintillator is required for the position of the prompt candi-
date. Since this vessel is not perfectly spherical and does change
in time, a dedicated algorithm was developed to calculate the ves-
sel shape based on the position reconstruction of the events from
the vessel’s radioactive contaminants. Since the vessel contamina-
tion is low, the vessel shape can be calculated only on a weekly
basis. The precision of this method is 1.6%. It was calibrated by
comparing the vessel shapes with those obtained by a dedicated
LED calibration system [10]. The systematic error on the position
reconstruction of ν̄e candidates is 3.8% [3]. The total exposure of
(613 ± 26) ton × year is calculated as a sum of weekly exposures
which consider the corresponding weekly live time and the ves-
sel shape as well as the (0.84 ± 0.01) efficiency of the selection
cuts described above. The 4.2% error on the exposure is a sum in
quadrature of the errors on the vessel shape (1.6%), on the position
reconstruction of the candidates (3.8%), and on the cuts efficiency
(1%).

Backgrounds faking anti-neutrino interactions can arise from
cosmic muons and muon-induced unstable nuclides, from intrinsic
contaminations of the scintillator and of the surrounding materi-
als, and from the accidental coincidences of non-correlated events.
A complete list of all expected backgrounds is reported in Table 2.

The levels of cosmogenic backgrounds (β + neutron decays of
9Li and 8He, fast neutrons, untagged muons) and of the back-
ground due to spontaneous fission in PMTs, did not change with
respect to our previous paper [3]. We underline, that in order to
suppress cosmogenic background we still apply a 2 s veto after a
muon passes through the scintillator (mostly for 9Li and 8He) and
2 ms veto after muons pass through only the water tank (mostly
for fast neutrons). These vetos induce about an 11% loss of live
time. In addition when possible, the pulse shape of the candidates
was checked by an independent 400 MHz digitizer acquisition sys-
tem in order to further suppress undetected muon background.

The Borexino scintillator radioactivity has changed in time
mostly because of the six purification campaigns performed in
2010 and 2011. During periods of no operations, 210Po, the main
contaminant important for ν̄e ’s studies, is observed to decay ex-
ponentially with a τ = 199.6 days. The mean 210Po activity during
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Figure 8: (a))e 68.3, 95.4, and 99.7% contour plots of the) versus U signal, expressed in TNU units, in the Borexino geoneutrino analysis
[62]; the dashed blue line is the expectation for a chondritic)/U mass ratio of 3.9. (b) the same con0dence level contours are shown for the
KamLAND analysis [51], expressed in number of total events versus the normalized di1erence of the number of events from U and).)e
vertical dashed line represents the chondritic ratio of 3.9 while the shadowed area on this line is the prediction of the BSE model from [17].
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Figure 9: )e measured geo-] signal in Borexino and KamLAND
compared to the expected 2uxes from Table 1: area with horizontal
stripes = LOC, area with oblique stripes = ROC, green solid area =
CLM.)e dotted area is the excess of signal which could correspond
to the convective mantle contributions. )e sum of the CLM and
the convective mantle contributions corresponds to the total mantle
signal as from (12).

We have performed a combined analysis of the Borexino and
KamLAND data in the hypothesis of a spherically symmetric
mantle or a not homogeneous one as predicted by the TOMO
model.

)e Δ"2 pro0les for both models are shown in Figure 10.
For the homogeneous mantle we have obtained the signal#SYMMantle of #SYMMantle = (7.7 ± 6.2) TNU. (13)

Instead, when the Borexino and KamLAND mantle signals
have been constrained to the ratio predicted by the TOMO
model, the mean mantle signal #TOMO

Mantle results to be#TOMO
Mantle = (8.4+6.6−6.7) TNU. (14)

)ere is an indication for a positive mantle signal but only
with a small statistical signi0cance of about 1.5&C.L. )e
central values are quite in agreement with the expectation
shown in Table 1. A slightly higher central value is observed
for the TOMO model. We stress again the importance of
a detailed knowledge of the local crust composition and
thickness in order to deduce the signal coming from the
mantle from the measured geoneutrino 2uxes.

In Figure 11, we compare the measured mantle signal#SYMMantle from (13) with the predictions of the three categories
of the BSE models according to [14] which we have discussed
in Section 4, that is, the geochemical, cosmochemical, and
geodynamical ones. For each BSE model category, four
di1erent HPE distributions through the mantle have been
considered: a homogeneous model and the three DM + EL
models with the three di1erent depletedmantle compositions
as in [36–38]. All the Earth models are still compatible
at 2& level with the measurement, as shown in Figure 11,
even if the present combined analysis slightly disfavors
the geodynamical models. We remind that these models
are based on the assumption that the radiogenic heat has
provided the power to sustain the mantle convection over the
whole Earth story. It has been recently understood [68] the
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nonhomogeneous TOMOmodel from [14].
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Figure 11: *e measured geoneutrino signal from the Borexino +
KamLAND combined analysis under the assumption of a spheri-
cally symmetricmantle (see (13)) is comparedwith the predictions of
di,erent Earth’s models from [14].*e three DM + EL distributions
of the HPE elements in the mantle correspond to the depleted
mantle compositions from [36–38], respectively.

importance of thewater orwater vapor embedded in the crust
and mantle to decrease the rock viscosity and so the energy
supply required to promote the convection. If this is the case
the geodynamical models are going to be reconciled with the
geochemical ones.

It is, in principle, possible to extract from the measured
geoneutrino signal the Earth’s radiogenic heat power. *is
procedure is however not straightforward; the geoneutrino
/ux depends not only on the total mass of HPE in the Earth,
but also on their distributions, which is model dependent.
*e HPE abundances and so the radiogenic heat in the crust
are rather well known, as discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
As the main unknown remains the radiogenic power of the
Earth’s mantle. Figure 12 summarizes the analysis we have
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Figure 12: *e mantle radiogenic heat power from U and *
as a function of the measured geoneutrino signal; the solid lines
represent the sunken-layer model, while the dotted lines the homo-
geneousmantle (see Section 4).*e green and the blue lines indicate
the individual* andU contributions, respectively, while the brown
lines show the total signal.*e measured mantle geoneutrino signal#SYMMantle from a combined Borexino + KamLAND analysis is shown
by the vertical solid orange line; the corresponding 1$ band is shown
by a )lled triangular area.*e arrows on the vertical %-axis indicate
the radiogenic heat corresponding to the best )t geoneutrino signal.
Details in text.

performed in order to extract the mantle radiogenic heat
from the measured geoneutrino signals.

*e geoneutrino luminosity Δ& (]! emitted per unit time
from a volume unit, so-called voxel) is related [2] to theU and
*masses Δ' contained in the respective volume:Δ& = 7.46 ⋅ Δ' ( 238U) + 1.62 ⋅ Δ' ( 232*) , (15)

where the masses are expressed in units of 1017 kg and the
luminosity in units of 1024 s−1.

*e measured geoneutrino signal at a given site can
be deduced by summing up the U and * contributions
from individual voxels over the whole Earth [14, 26, 29,
32], and by weighting them by the inverse squared-distance
(geometrical /ux reduction) and by the oscillation survival
probability. We have performed such an integration for the
mantle contribution to the geoneutrino signal. We have
varied the U and * abundances (with a )xed chondritic
mass ratio*/U = 3.9) in each voxel.*e homogeneous and
sunken layer models of the HPE distributions in the mantle
(Section 4) were taken into account separately. For each
iteration of di,erent U and* abundances and distributions,
the total mantle geoneutrino signal (taking into account (15))
and the U + * radiogenic heat power from the mantle
(considering equation (4) from [2]) can be calculated. *e
result is shown in Figure 12 showing the U + * mantle
radiogenic heat power as a function of the measured mantle
geoneutrino signal.*e solid lines represent the sunken-layer
model, while the dotted lines the homogeneous mantle. *e
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Geoneutrinos, electron antineutrinos from natural radioactive decays inside the Earth, bring to the surface unique information
about our planet.*e new techniques in neutrino detection opened a door into a completely new interdisciplinary +eld of neutrino
geoscience. We give here a broad geological introduction highlighting the points where the geoneutrino measurements can give
substantial new insights. *e status-of-art of this +eld is overviewed, including a description of the latest experimental results
from KamLAND and Borexino experiments and their +rst geological implications. We performed a new combined Borexino and
KamLAND analysis in terms of the extraction of themantle geo-neutrino signal and the limits on the Earth’s radiogenic heat power.
*e perspectives and the future projects having geo-neutrinos among their scienti+c goals are also discussed.

1. Introduction

*e newly born interdisciplinar +eld of neutrino geoscience
takes the advantage of the technologies developed by large-
volume neutrino experiments and of the achievements of
the elementary particle physics in order to study the Earth
interior with new probe geoneutrinos. Geoneutrinos are
electron antineutrinos released in the decays of radioactive
elements with lifetimes comparable with the age of the Earth
and distributed through the Earth’s interior. *e radiogenic
heat released during the decays of these Heat Producing
Elements (HPE) is in a well +xed ratio with the total mass
of HPE inside the Earth. Geoneutrinos bring to the Earth’s
surface an instant information about the distribution of HPE.
*us, it is, in principle, possible to extract from measured
geoneutrino ,uxes several geological information completely
unreachable by other means. *is information concerns the
total abundance and distribution of the HPE inside the Earth
and thus the determination of the fraction of radiogenic heat
contribute to the total surface heat ,ux. Such a knowledge is
of critical importance for understanding complex processes
such as the mantle convection, the plate tectonics, and the
geodynamo (the process of generation of the Earth’smagnetic
+eld), as well as the Earth formation itself.

Currently, only two large-volume, liquid-scintillator neu-
trino experiments, KamLAND in Japan and Borexino in Italy,

have been able tomeasure the geoneutrino signal. Antineutri-
nos can interact only through theweak interactions.*us, the
cross-section of the inverse-beta decay detection interaction:

]! + ! "→ $+ + %, (1)

is very low. Even a typical,ux of the order of 106 geoneutrinos
cm−2 s−1 leads to only a hand-full number of interactions,
few or few tens per year with the current-size detectors.*is
means that the geoneutrino experiments must be installed in
underground laboratories in order to shield the detector from
cosmic radiations.

*e aimof the present paper is to review the current status
of the neutrino geoscience. First, in Section 2we describe the
radioactive decays of HPE and the geoneutrino production,
the geoneutrino energy spectra and the impact of the neu-
trino oscillation phenomenon on the geoneutrino spectrum
and ,ux. Section 3 is intended to give an overview of the cur-
rent knowledge of the Earth interior.*e opened problems to
which understanding the geoneutrino studies can contribute
to are highlighted. Section 4 sheds light on how the expected
geoneutrino signal can be calculated considering di-erent
geological models. Section 5 describes the KamLAND and
the Borexino detectors. Section 6 describes details of the
geoneutrino analysis: from the detection principles through
the background sources to the most recent experimental

Mantle: Borexino:  
15.4 + 12.3 TNU 

Mantle: KamLAND:  
5.0 + 7.3 TNU 

Borexino + KamLAND:  
Homogeneous mantle: 
7.7 + 6.2 TNU 
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Figure 11: *e measured geoneutrino signal from the Borexino +
KamLAND combined analysis under the assumption of a spheri-
cally symmetricmantle (see (13)) is comparedwith the predictions of
di,erent Earth’s models from [14].*e three DM + EL distributions
of the HPE elements in the mantle correspond to the depleted
mantle compositions from [36–38], respectively.

importance of thewater orwater vapor embedded in the crust
and mantle to decrease the rock viscosity and so the energy
supply required to promote the convection. If this is the case
the geodynamical models are going to be reconciled with the
geochemical ones.

It is, in principle, possible to extract from the measured
geoneutrino signal the Earth’s radiogenic heat power. *is
procedure is however not straightforward; the geoneutrino
/ux depends not only on the total mass of HPE in the Earth,
but also on their distributions, which is model dependent.
*e HPE abundances and so the radiogenic heat in the crust
are rather well known, as discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
As the main unknown remains the radiogenic power of the
Earth’s mantle. Figure 12 summarizes the analysis we have
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Figure 12: *e mantle radiogenic heat power from U and *
as a function of the measured geoneutrino signal; the solid lines
represent the sunken-layer model, while the dotted lines the homo-
geneousmantle (see Section 4).*e green and the blue lines indicate
the individual* andU contributions, respectively, while the brown
lines show the total signal.*e measured mantle geoneutrino signal#SYMMantle from a combined Borexino + KamLAND analysis is shown
by the vertical solid orange line; the corresponding 1$ band is shown
by a )lled triangular area.*e arrows on the vertical %-axis indicate
the radiogenic heat corresponding to the best )t geoneutrino signal.
Details in text.

performed in order to extract the mantle radiogenic heat
from the measured geoneutrino signals.

*e geoneutrino luminosity Δ& (]! emitted per unit time
from a volume unit, so-called voxel) is related [2] to theU and
*masses Δ' contained in the respective volume:Δ& = 7.46 ⋅ Δ' ( 238U) + 1.62 ⋅ Δ' ( 232*) , (15)

where the masses are expressed in units of 1017 kg and the
luminosity in units of 1024 s−1.

*e measured geoneutrino signal at a given site can
be deduced by summing up the U and * contributions
from individual voxels over the whole Earth [14, 26, 29,
32], and by weighting them by the inverse squared-distance
(geometrical /ux reduction) and by the oscillation survival
probability. We have performed such an integration for the
mantle contribution to the geoneutrino signal. We have
varied the U and * abundances (with a )xed chondritic
mass ratio*/U = 3.9) in each voxel.*e homogeneous and
sunken layer models of the HPE distributions in the mantle
(Section 4) were taken into account separately. For each
iteration of di,erent U and* abundances and distributions,
the total mantle geoneutrino signal (taking into account (15))
and the U + * radiogenic heat power from the mantle
(considering equation (4) from [2]) can be calculated. *e
result is shown in Figure 12 showing the U + * mantle
radiogenic heat power as a function of the measured mantle
geoneutrino signal.*e solid lines represent the sunken-layer
model, while the dotted lines the homogeneous mantle. *e

Different distribution of U and Th through the mantle 

7.7 + 6.2  

Mantle radiogenic heat: 
1σ band: 2 – 20  TW 
In agreement with the expectations, but 
too wide for now to discriminate among models 
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Geoneutrino summary 
•  The new interdisciplinary field is born; 
•  Collaboration among geologists and physicists is a must; 
•  The current experimental results confirm that geo-neutrinos can be 

successfully detected; 
•  Signal prediction and data interpretation: local geology around the 

experimental site must be studied; 
•  The combined results from different experimental sites have stronger 

impact – first geologically significant results start to appear; 
•   New measurements and the new generation experiments are needed 

for  geologically highly significant results: 
•  Borexino and KamLAND continue to take data; 
•  SNO+ in Canada (1 kton) should provide data in not that far future; 
•  JUNO in China (20 kton): big reactor and cosmogenic background, 

but large statistics compensates: interesting results to come after 
2020; 
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THANK YOU!"
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Backup"
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Calculation of reactor anti-ν signal 
 
"  From the literature: 
"  Ei : energy release per fission of isotope i  (Huber-Schwetz 2004); 
"  Φi: antineutrino flux per fission of isotope i (polynomial parametrization,   
           Mueller et al.2011, Huber-Schwetz 2004); 
"  Pee: oscillation survival probability; 

"  Calculated: 
"  Tm: live time during the month m; 
"  Lr: reactor r – detector distance;  

"  Data from nuclear agencies: 
"  Prm: thermal power of reactor r in month m (IAEA , EDF, and UN data base); 
"  fri: power fraction of isotope i in reactor r; 
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